
 
 

Year 1     Summer Term 2      2021 

TOPIC:  

Fairy Tales 

 

 

 

Literacy: Fiction – Fairy Tales  

Features of a Fairy Tale= 3 Billy Goats Gruff(sequence + repetition) 
Goldilocks and the 3 bears (setting and problem) Cinderella (magic and 

good/evil) 

Write own version of 3 Little Pigs 

Non-Fiction- digital literacy; create an information poster on 

Materials in ICT  

 

 

 

 

 

Numeracy: Number: Place value within 100,Counting forwards 

and backwards within 100, Partitioning numbers, Comparing numbers 

Ordering numbers to 100,One more, one less 

Time o’clock, half past .Know the order of days of the week and 

months of the year, say a consecutive day/month. Read a calendar. 

Measurement: Money-Recognising coins, Recognising notes, Counting in 

coins, Exchanging coins ,giving change 

Science: Materials  

 +Seasonal Changes-Summer 

Investigate the properties of common materials-

natural/man-made, waterproof, strength, suitability 

Carry out a fair test on materials. 

Build Dens and select the best materials 

Observe the Summer weather and take measurements 

Sun safety + appropriate clothes 

Discuss how the weather is linked to the position of the 

Sun in the sky-observe shadows 

PSHE: Changing Me start to understand the life cycles of 

humans + understand that changes happen as we grow. Coping with 

change. 

P.E.  Introduction to Trails and Orienteering (Geography) 

ICT: Purple Mash Unit 1.8 Spreadsheets-Navigate around a 

spreadsheet and add images. Interpret data. Purple Mash unit 1.9 

Technology outside school. 

Geography-mapping our school 

Observe the school buildings from inside and outside using a large 

scale map or plan and aerial photos. 

Fairy tale maps 

Introduction to Trails (PE)  ,Compass directions, 

 Evaluate the school grounds and plan positive changes, for example, 

designing new features such as a wildlife area, a new seating area, 

tubs for bulbs, flowers or vegetables etc. 

RE: Baptism. 

 Baptism is belonging,  

Christian Baptism symbols. 

 Jesus’ Baptism.  

Other Faith Traditions =Muslim naming ceremony 

 
 

DT: Textiles- Design and make a puppet for a fairy 

tale. 

 MUSIC: Reflect, Rewind and Replay unit provides the 

opportunity to revisit and consolidate learning which has taken place  

during the year or been missed due to COVID. 

 


